
Art One: Final Portfolio Name: Hour:
CRITERIA
Read criterias and CIRCLE the numeraric score you believe you earned.  Add up 
the points and write them in space below (Score).  Unfinished criteria will 
automatically be given zero pts.

Advanced - 
Met all 
criteria 
without 

concerns 

Accomplished - Met most of 
the criteria with a few 

concerns

Proficient - Met some of the 
criteria with many concerns

Did not meet 
criteria.

Student's  
Score

Teacher'
s Score

CREATING: Was careful consideration given to developing new artistic ideas and work?  Were the design and layout original and not a copy of someone else’s?  

1. Cover Page and Portfolio Design: Design of entire presentation has 
unity, text clear is easy to read, color choices make images and text 
clear.

5pts 3-4pts 1-2pts
0 pts 

Resubmit

2. Description of the projects: Students writes a detailed description of 
every step of all five projects using vocabulary taught in the lesson. 8-10pts 4-7pts 1-3pts

0 pts 
Resubmit

3. Images: Students has at least 3 images of each artwork. One that is 
close up, a far away, and one in progress/ or that shows something 
really great or that they could fix.

8-10pts 4-7pts 1-3pts
0 pts 

Resubmit

4. Craftsmanship: The portfolio flows smoothly and the viewer can 
easily follow along with the progress of the student throughout the 
semester. The portfolio demonstrates the time and effort put into the 
class and the work they accomplished. 

5pts 3-4pts 1-2pts
0 pts 

Resubmit

5. Audience: You are an active and engaged listener showing respect 
for other student's presentations and participating with questions 
following presentations. 

5pts 3-4pts 1-2pts
0 pts 

Resubmit

PRESENTING  

6. Presentation: Confident speaker: student speaks clearly, with a voice 
that can be heard,  Sounds like they practiced what they would say with 
each slide. They use the slide as a guide and go off the key points to 
explain their projects. 

5pts 3-4pts 1-2pts
0 pts 

Resubmit

CONNECTING:  Relating artistic ideas and work with personal meaning and external context.  

7. Artist Statements:  Students explains with detail the positive aspects 
of all five projects using vocabulary taught in the lesson. Reflection 
shows caring thought and honest self-assessment. Students explains 
what they wish they could change with detail the aspects of all five 
projects using vocabulary taught in the lesson. Reflection shows caring 
thought and honest self-assessment. Student points out specific areas.

8-10pts 4-7pts 1-3pts
0 pts 

Resubmit

Add up score /50 /50


